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The Hotel Bellevue has proved popular 
with groups ever since it joined the 
school and college programme.

This cosy 2* hotel, run by the charming 
Vuillerminaz family, is in the small village of 
Gignod, approximately 7km north of Aosta. 
It is built in traditional style with fantastic 
panoramic views and has a breakfast room 
with bar which can be used as a meeting 
room. There is a separate restaurant area 
with wood-fired pizza oven.

Bedrooms all have private facilities, 
television, hairdryer and sleep 2, 3 or 4 
persons. Most rooms have a balcony.

The Hotel Bellevue will accommodate 
groups of up to 53 passengers and it takes 
approximately 20 minutes by coach to the 
Pila gondola.

hotel facilities
›   Meeting room

›   Hotel safe

›   Free Wi-fi

Frazione La Ressaz 3, Gignod, Aosta, Italy
T: +39 0165 56392
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meal times
Breakfast is served from 07:00 until 08:00.
Evening meals are served between 17:00 and 
20:00.
The hotelier is flexible over meal times and these 
can be arranged to suit your group.

is there a Meeting room?
Yes the hotel has a meeting room.

does the hotel have 24 hour access?
Yes, the hotel has 24hr access using a night key.

does the hotel have a safe?
Yes, the hotel has a safe but does not have safes in 
the bedrooms.

what facilities are in the bedrooms?
All bedrooms feature TVs and private facilities. All 
rooms have a hairdryer.

how are bedrooms accessed?
Rooms are accessed using a traditional style key.

does the hotel charge for  
any facilities?
No, free WiFi is available throughout the hotel

do any bedrooms have balconies?
Yes, most rooms have balconies.

what amenities are there locally?
There is an ATM, mini-market and pharmacy 
200m from the hotel. The closest bank is 2km 
away in Gignod.

what is the journey time from the 
hotel to the cable car?
It takes approximately 20 minutes to reach the 
Aosta ski hire by coach.
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“i would like to 
thank the hotel for an amazing week”

“ The hotel was 
exceptional”

“The restaurant was good and the food was well adapted to students’ taste plus the 
vegetarians were well catered for”


